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ABSTRACT

The BCG code for determining the space and energy neutron
flux distribution and criticality of fast reactor cylindrical
cells is presented. The code solves the unidimensional neutron
transport equation together with interface current relations
at each energy in an unionized grid prepared for the cell and
at an arbitrary number of spatial zones. While the spatial
resolution is user specified. the energy dependence of the
flux distribution is resolved according to the degree of
variation in the reconstructed total microscopic cross
sections of the atomic species in the cell. Results for a
defined sample problem illustrate the nigh resolution and
accuracy that can be obtained with the code.

RESUMO

C código BCG para determinar a distribuição espacial e
;ica do fluxo neitrônico e a criticalidade de células

cilír ricas de reatorc; rápidos é apresentado. O código
resc."e a equação de transporte de neutrons unidimensional
acop-jda a relações entre as correntes de interface em cada
pontí de energia de uma malha-união preparada para a célula e
em it c número arbitrário de zonas espaciais. Enquanto a
reso! ção espacial é especificada pelo usuário, a dependência
energética do fluxo é determinada de acordo com o grau de
variação das seções de choque microscópicas totais
reconstruídas das espécies atômicas presentes na célula.
Resultados para um problema exemplo ilustram a alta resolução
e precisão que podem ser obtidas com o código.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The generation of multigroup constants from evaluated
nuclear data is a basic and important phase in reactor core
calculations. Indeed, if we consider a reactor calculation as
being essentially an averaging procedure performed in several
steps, then the first calculational step corresponds to the
averaging of evaluated data into multigroup form. Two
different approaches have been proposed in regard to
multigroup constant generation in the epithermal and fast
energy ranges: (i) the first approach, which can be called
the direct method, involves a detailed spectrum calculation
in a reactor cell /1.2/ which is subsequently used as
weighting function for generating multigroup constants and
(ii) the second approach involves the construction of
multigroup constant tables with the so-called shi.eldi.ng
factor method /3.4/ for several selected temperatures and
background total cross sections, followed by interpolation
from these tables to the desired temperature and background
cross section.

The direct method is conceptually straightforward and
accurate but computationally time consuming. Thus, it is
usually restricted to the production of benchmark results for
assessing the accuracy of the shielding factor method and the
generation of accurate multigroup constant sets for
optimizing reactor core designs. In addition, it can also be
used to provide evaluators with feedback on the quality of
existing evaluated nuclear data. On the other hand, the
shielding factor method is much more appropriate for
routine calculations, although spatial effects are not easily
incorporated in this method. Also, as the shielding factor
method is approximate, a comparison with results from the
direct method is required for non-conventional reactor core
designs. Clearly, a computational capability of generating
multigroup constants with the direct method is an
essential tool for use in the development of new reactor
concepts.

Our main objective in developing the BCG code was to
write a computer program able to utilize evaluated nuclear
data in full to produce spatially dependent neutron spectra in
fast reactor cells. Hence, no simplifying assumptions on
scattering anisotropy and secondary energy distributions were
introduced in BCG. The inclusion of all these effects in a
space dependent spectral calculation by the so-called direct
method demands a great, deal of computational work. Even though
short computer time was not our main consideration during the
development of the program, stronp, efforts were directed
towards the introduction of algorithms designed to reduce
computer time without compromising the quality of the results.



In fact, without these algorithms execution time would be so
large that BCG calculations for realistic cases would be
practically impossible. Nevertheless BCG is still an expensive
code to run when compared to production codes, a price that
has to be paid if a priori simplifying assumptiois on nuclear
data are to be avoided.

BCG was originally written for a CDC 170/750 computer
but can be adapted to other machines, as required, with
minor changes. It is presented in an overlay structure
consisting of a main section that solves iteratively a
balance equation (obtained by integrating the transport
equation in space and angle) complemented with interface
current relations until simultaneous convergence of total
reaction rates and multiplication factor is attained, plus
three other sections to compute the sources from elastic and
discrete inelastic reactions (overlay 1), continuum reactions
(overlay 2) and fission (overlay 3). In addition, the code
presents variable dimensioning and dinamic allocation
capabilities that enhance its flexibility and job
priority. The overlay structure of BCG and several aspects
of the calculation within each overlay, make the program
suitable for parallel processing although this is not
featured in the present version.

The code starts by reading cell specifications and by
constructing an energy grid which is the union of the
individual total cross section energy grids of the materials
present in the cell and corresponds to the grid where the
spectrum is to be computed. The reconstructed total and
neutron producing microscopic cross sections for each
individual material and for different temperatures, obtained
by processing the ENDF/B-IV library /5/ with the LINEAR-
RECENT-SIGMA1 sequence /6-8/ as well as information on the
number of neutrons per fission and angular and energy
distributions of secondary neutrons from ENDF/B-IV files are
reformatted and stored in direct access files by a library
production program called SAR (see Appendix C for
description). BCG uses this library and initial guesses for
the total reaction rates and multiplication factor to compute
individual contributions to the sources from each material of
the cell at the energies of the uni.oni7.ed grid and for the
zones of the regions the material is present. After adding the
individual contributions to each zone, the code solves the
balance equation together with appropriate interface current
relations to obtain rsfined total reaction rates and
multiplication factor estimates. The computational method used
by BCG can be viewed as a generalization of the treatment
adopted by ROLAIDS /9/ to perform a slowing-down calculation
in the resolved resonance region.

The equations that form the basis of the BCG code ere



presented in Secticm 2 which is followed by a description of
the code structure with some of the most important developed
algorithms in Section 3. Results for a defined test problem
are shown in Section 4 and Section 5 is devoted to concluding
remarks.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

Consider a cylindrical system of infinite height
composed of N concentric regions, each one characterized
by an uniform mixture of nuclear materials. If region n,
n=l,2,...N, is subdivided into M zones, a set of neutron

n
balance equations (see Appendix A) can be written for the
resulting M = £ M zones, numbered in increasing order from the
center: n

L (E) + R (E) = Q (E), m = 1,2,...,M. (1)

In Eq.(l), L (E) represents the net leakage of neutrons
with energy E from zone m, R (E) the volumetric total
reaction rate and Q (E) the volumetric neutron source in
zone m. Denoting C (E) the net leakage at the outer
boundary of zone m and noting that -Cp(E) is also the net
leakage at the the inner boundary of zone m+1, Eq.(l) can
be written as

C (E) -
HI

R (E) = Q (E), m = 1,2 M, ,2)

with C Q ( E ) E 0 . Then, for any E£[EB0T, E TOp] , Eq.(2) represents
a set of M equations for the 2M unknowns {R^(E),C (E ) } ,
assuming Q (E) are known for all m. Actually, the volumetric
sources 0n(E) are not known since they depend on R (E) [ see
Eq.(A.16)]. Therefore, the approach to this problem must be
iterative, as discussed later in this section. Also, since the
number of unknowns is twice the number of equations,
complementary relations among the unknowns are necessary.
Such relations can be obtained by imposing conditions to the
partial currents at the boundaries of each zone /10.11/. If
the net leakage at the outer boundary of zone m, CB(E) , ÍB
deco^oosed into outward (CJ) and inward (C~) components such
that

CB(E) = 13)



the intei'face current relations can be written as

D 00 —

= P J Í E J Q J Í E ) + TjtEÍCjíE) , (4)

T"(E)C~(E) (5a)

and

4- O ' O + 00 -

Cs(E) = Pi(E)Q1(E) + T^(B)C1_1(E) + T, ( E ) C, ( E ) . (5b)

where m=2,3,...,M. At the outermost boundary of the system
(outer boundary of zone M) the condition

C~(E) = R(E)cJ(E) . (6)

where R(E)2;0 is imposed. The reflection coefficient R(E) can
be chosen accordingly to the physics of the problem. For
example, R(E)=O corresponds to vacuum boundary condition
and R(E)=1 to perfect reflection at the boundary. In Eqs.(4)
and (5), P*(E) and PJJ (E) are escape probabilities through
inner and outer surfaces of zone m and TjME). TJ,°( E) and T|J0(E)

are, respectively, outer-inner, inner-outer and outer-outer
transmission probabilities for zone m /10-12/. These escape
and transmission probabilities are calculated analytically
using the cosine current approximation, i.e. the assumption
that the source of neutrons impinging the surface of each
zone is isotropic (a more accurate definition of transmission
probabilities would take into account first-flight
probabilities from each zone in which neutrons are born /13/
but the resulting set of equations would be more complicated),.

Equations (4) to (6) constitute a set of 2M equations
that can be solved for the 2M unknowns JC*, C~}. Once ihis is
done. C_(E) can be found from Eq.(3) and, finally, R (E) from
Eq.(2) [again, assuming Q((E) are known].

The scheme used here to solve Eqs.(4), (5) and (6)
deserves some discussion. First, note that these equations can
be written in matrix notation as

T(E)C(E) = S(E) . (7)



where the tridiagonal matrix

T(E) =

oo
(

-T^E)

-TÍC(E) -T°°(E) 1

(8)

-R

the vector of unknowns

C(E) •-=

C j ( E )

C, (E)

c 2 ( E :

C H(E:

(9)

and



S(E) =

E)Qj (E)

P2 (E)Q2 (E)

(E)

P* (E)QB (E)

PH(E)QH(E)

(10)

Equation (7) can be solved analytically by Gauss elimination
so that the desired partial leakages can be computed
recursively from

r (v) _
VM(E)

R(E)DH(E)
(11a)

C.(E) = R(E)CH(E) (lib)

and, for m = M,M-l 2,

C" ,(E> = Pj, (E)Q(E) + ^(EJC" (E) (lie)

and

(lid)

where



DB(E) =-
oo 12a)

with

(E) = -T, (E) 12b)

and

(, (E) :)
(13a)

with

(E) = P1(E)Qi(E) (13b)

It should be noted that the scheme given by Eqs.(ll) involves
fewer arithmetic operations than the linear superposition
scheme used in subroutine GEOM of the HAMMER code /14/.

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the
volumetric sources Q „ ( E ) depend on the volumetric reaction
rates R (E). In addition, as the system under study cannot
be assumed critical, a criticality calculation is required.
These two facts imply that the solution to this problem must
be iterative. Explicitly, the iterative scheme starts by
assuming a given distribution of volumetric reaction rates
E ' ! \ E ) (e.g., R „ (E)=1.0 for all m) and a given effective
multiplication factor k ,i. The volumetric sources Q̂  '(E)

err i. \ A

produced by the initial distribution R* '(E) are computed by

Eq.(A.16) of Appendix A and an improved estimate of the

volumetric reaction rates, R̂  (E) may be obtained with the

scheme discussed in this section, using O^'fE) as «ources.

This iterative process is repeated until (polntwj.se)

convergence in RB(E) and (integral) convergence in keff are

achieved. To be specific, for a given energy E, the i-th

iterates of the partial leakages are given in t.erma of the

i-th iterates of the sources formally as [ r;ee Eq.(7)]

(i)(E) « s ( i )
(E)

eff

(14)
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where the sources have been split into non-fission (nf) and
fission (f) components. The i-th iterate of the net leakage at
the outer boundary of zone m, C_ (E), is then obtained from
the elements of £U'(E) as in Eq.(3) and finally, a s i n Eq. (2),
the (i + l)th iterates of the reaction rates RB

l+ (E) are
computed in terms of the i-th iterates of the net leakage and
the i-th iterates of the sources, O^'(E), by

io,nf - [c.(i)
E) - ']• (15:

where, again, the subscript nf refers to non-fission
components and f to fission components. Also, once the i-th
iterates of the volumetric sources are computed from
Eq.(A.16) of Appendix A, the effective multiplication factor
can be updated (except for i=l) by

(i)
:eff

(i-0 Qf
keff - 1

[i)

16)

where

•i" • ± Í
BOT

(E)dE (17)

is the volumetric fission source integrated in energy and
space. The scheme can be repeated until

.in
'eff

(18a)

and/or

maxall m,E
(IP.b)

where n n d are cpecified tolerances.



3. CODS DESCRIPTION AND CALCULATIONAL ALGORITHMS

BCG i 3 essentially composed of a total macroscopic crosr;

section and grid preparation module, three modules to compute,

for each material in the cell, the sources from discrete level

scattering, continuum reactions and fission and a module for

the solution of the balance equation and interface current

relation:;. Figure 1 shows a schematic flow diagram of the

program and its overlay structure. Routines for quadrature

definition, interpolation, escape and transmission

probabilities calculation, updating tapes and calculation of

coefficients for polynomial approximations of exponentials,

although not illustrated, are also included in the main

overlay. Input preparation and detailed description of the

code structure and calculational algorithms are presented in

the following subsections.

3.1. I^nput Sp£cifications

Input library f ,r BCG is prepared by program SAFi that

selects data from a linearized cross section library produced

by processing ENDF/E-IV with the LINEAR-RECKHT-SIGMAl chain.
r"'"ie data are reformatted and coupled into a pr obi err,

independent library that enters BCG via direct, access binary

tapes 1,2,3 and 7. Tapes 1 and 3 contain, for each matcria] in

the library, reconstructed and linearized total and neutron

producing microscopic cross sections for different.

ttrr.peratui-'Mj from LINE AR-RKCENT-SIGMA1 whereas tape 2 con r.a: nr;

information on the number of neutrons per- fission for

fissionable me- tori als and tape 7 contains angular and energy

ri i r-;tr ibutionr: of secondary neutrons.

User input to CCG (see Appendix D for details) csni;ii:H;;

n f go or.: <: tr i en 1 data such as number of material regions in *,!', o

cell, corresponding outer radii and number' of zones per

r c- g i. c n , m a t e r :i a 1 identifiers* and number d e n s i t i e :; , e n e r g y

range of i n t: ere:;t, outer boundary reflection coefficient.

ef i(!( live multiplication factor initial guess and c on v erg^n^c

c r i i o r; n . In addition, BCG presents a menu of options that,

h-jve to bo supplied by the user in input tape !i . They :>.vf: (i )

the; record length constant that determines t"h<-> record length

fM a tr:r \ r: ] t erap c r a t u r e s are defined in input t,ap<; r. by t.hrcf

-.; i ', it::. placer! tit tlie right of the corresponding V.WhV/W

M'.a to )• i n 1 ideiiti i'i crn . They are neprk.".! only when don I irif,

v.jt.h an in from tapes 1 and 3; for the otJmr t. upf-:; lhr:;c

'.: y Iv a d i g j. I: a are ignored.
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Figure 1 : Flow rliijgram of the BCG code main module:
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0 f d irc-c: 3CCOSR files used to s t o r e in f o i •;., a t i o n n e e d e d

1 n t he ceil energy grid, ( i i ) the rin 1 r;,um namber of

q u a d rsture points to be used in n u m e r i c a 1 in t egra t i o n s

throughout the program*, (iii) the maximum allowed number of

i teraticns on k-effective and total reaction rates, (i v) a

restart option depending on whether an initial p e s s for total

reaction rates is read as input from tape 14 or made equal to

1.0 in the first iteration and (v) two options for saving (or

not) iteration-independent partial results for the sources

from the first iteration for subsequent use in higher order

iterations in overlays 1 and 2. This last, item is particularly

important to reduce job execution time but its implementation

usually requires large amounts of direct access disk storage

which ";ay not be available in some systems.

3.2. Main Overlay

Tn BCG main driver program, the size of the arrays is

adjusted according to cell specifications, which enables

execution of problems with (in principle) arbitrary number of

regions, zones and materials. For the energy variable, the

array size represents the record length of direct. access

files used for storage of information given in the cell energy

grid, rather than the size of the grid itself.

After problem input data is read from tape 5 , BCG

searches for the cell materials in library tape 1 and reads

microscopic cross sections at the specified temperatu:• cE .

Next, BCG computes and stores in tape 11 ' o t a 1 ma c r o s c o p i c

cross sect, ions for each region, at the energies nf the union

gri.ri of the materials in the r£gi o n.- The combination of the

region grids into the cell energy grid at which interface

currents and total reaction rates v; i 11 be computed, i r. stored

in tapo A. In this v/ay, a typical grid obtained by u:'.ii:g '•'> . 5%

o j' r e con s t ruction tolerance in t he LI N E A R - P. '•'. C K N'! - • Í." T 0 'A A1 - h a i n

can have more than 20,000 points in tho interval 1 oV ~ 1Í5

MrV, with a major part being located .! n the resonance l'tgion.

S o u r c e i n t e (o r a 1 s (Appendix A ) are evaluated 11 u v. 'i r i c ::> ' 1 y i' <• • •'

each possible panel formed by these energy pointr; and ct

each possible final energy in the grid, with resolved and

un r '.•'.: c 1 vc d panels of resonant reaction:; Lei rig t."<-ate<i

•• Tlif; number of quadrature points may change during program

ex cc: u I. i. on if nnisotropy of scattering, \.r r'.•prer.cn':ed

by T.r.'gen;]rn polynomials and the number o Ç temi:; in I'.hc

ex pans i on indicates the necessity of hi g her order quadrature-

r; P t a ( ;:, e e P. u b r; o c t ion 3 . 3 ) .
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indistinctly. The tabulated values for microscópio cross

sections in the unresolved resonance region output from SIGMA!

are unshielded average cross sections at Ü Kelvin rather than

energy dependent Doppler broadened cross sections. The use of

these cross sections is presently a limitation of our method.

Nevertheless, a module for performing temperature dependent

calculations in the unresolved region can be developed and

implemented in future work. Possible methods to be used in the

unresolved range are suggested in the final section of this

re por t.

Iterative process starts in subroutine MASTER by

initialization of non-fission (Q .) and fission (Q_ c) source
o,nt m•r

accumulation tapes 12 and 1 3 , respectively. In the first

iteration, if the restart option is not selected, total

volumetric reaction rates are normalized to 1.0, as initial

values. Subroutine SOURCE is then called for each material in

the problem to compute contributions from each neutron

producing reaction with threshold below the top of the defined

energy range [see Eq.(A.16) ]. It computes and accumulates

contribution;-, to the source for all possible energies of the

unionized cell grid and for each zone of each region the

materiel : :; present. In the end of this process, the

accumulated sources in tapes 12 and 13 are used in subroutine

UITCUR to obtain net leakages from Eqs.(3) and (11) of Kecticn

2. Escapo probabilities through inner and cuter surfaces of

zone m are evaluated in the first iteration and stored in tape

10, under the assumption of uniform isotropic sources in each

zone. Transmission probabilities are calculated from trie

escape; probabilities and interpolated total macroscopic cross

section;: of zone m at the cell energy grid.

Cnce the sources are obtained, INTCUR updates k-effee tive

and computer, leakages and reaction rates for each energy in

the: unionized cell grid. Next, it tests k-effective and

reaction rates for convergence according to Eqs.(18) of

Section ? and returns to MASTER if tolerances have not. beer;

ach i eve d .

3.3. Sources from Elastic and Discrete Inelastic Scatter inn

Reactions (Overlay 1)

For a given material j in zone m and region n, overlay 1

computer; the source from a type x discrete scat, ter ing reaction

in the i-th iteration, according to equation [see Kq.(A.]f>)]

AE'
J,
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and adds it to the contents of tape 12 in subroutine UPDATE,

as a part of the total non-fission source given by

!20)

j x«nf

In Eq.(19), the integral over the range of incident

energies was substituted by a summation over the individual

contributions from panels of the cell energy grid. The

summation is performed from higher to lower energy panels and

contributions are obtained for all possible final energies

from higher to lower values in the cell grid (Fig.2). In

computing the source from an incident energy panel to any

final energy E, subroutine DISCAT searches for subpanels due

to discontinuities /15/ in the derivatives of the functions

o .(E1) and p .(E'+ E) in the integrand of Eq.(19). Integration
"> J x» J

.is performed numerically for each panel (or subpanels,

if any) by Gaussian quadrature. Clearly, an assumption has

to be made here on the interpolation law to be used for

the spectrum in zone m. The total reaction rate in zone m,

being a smoother function of energy, was assumed to obey

a linear interpolation law in all types of source

integrals

The energy distributions p .(E'+E) are related to the

angular distributions given in tape 7 by (see Appendix A for

details)

p (IS' + E
x-J

(A.+l)2

i 1 p .(E',un), for the CM system, (21a
. (E
J

4(EE'
.1/2

(A.+ l) + (A. -
J J

for the LAB system,

where w0 and n0 are cosines of the scattering angle, YX,J (̂  '

and E^, the back threshold energy, are given as functions of

the reaction Q-value and the angular distributions can be

represented by tabulated data or by Legendro polynomial

coefficients. These di r, tribu t i onr> come from KNDF/B-'JV file A

and are stored in tape 7, together with interpolation schemes

to be used.
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Figure 2: Scheme for computing discrete level scattering
sources.
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For tabulated representation of trie angulai" distribution,

DISCAT obtains p . (E •*•?, ) for each one of í»QSí valuer, of F. in

a panel (or subpanel.) by calling subroutine INTERP from the

main overlay. For Legendre polynomial representation however,

an increasing degree in the scattering anisotropy demands

an increasing number of quadrature points in the ÂEl range

in order to keep the same degree of accuracy as for the other

integrations. Therefore a variable number of quadrature

points is used in this case for the panel integrations

according to the number of Legendre coefficients given in

the angular distribution representation. Numerically, it has

been found that good accuracy is obtained if the number of

quadrature points for each subpanel is chosen according to

UQ = 2

jnax(i;LL,NLü)+lj
(22;

where TILL and NLU are the number of coefficients of the lower

and upper incident energies adjacent to E in tape 7 and

the brackets indicate that the maximum integers from t he

arguments are to be taken. On return from DISCAT, subroutine

SOURCE in main overlay retrieves the weights and points of the

original quadrature NQ0 for use in the next reactions.

When the representation is tabular and scattering is;

anisotropic, in addition to the possible subpanels formed by

off-grid points in the linearized a >(F. ') or by crossing an
*»J

incident neutron energy for which a new table is specified

for the angular distribution in tape 7, another type of

sub interval needs to be defined to avoid deterioration in the

integration accuracy. In order to see this, we asr.umc the

search for subpanrls has already been done and the interval

to be integrated in given by E Ç [ a , b ] . Thur; this interval

i :J contained in a given interval bet wccr, two con:.;cc 11 1 i ve

tables of the tabulated angular distribution in library tape

7. Next, for a fixed final energy E we find the range of

possible values for the cosine of the scattering angle

according to a í E'-b and for1 each tabulated cosine from the

lower and upper energy tables in this range, a sub i írl rr v.'.i 1 of

integration is defined. For clastic r-cat tor ing , with angular

distribution in the center of mas s system*, the riingr of

possible u's is given by [see I*q:;.(A.18) and (A. 19)]

•Tho CM system is; the only rcpr escn U-i t.i on used in KfíOr'/ P-- I V

for angular distribution,:; i n tabular form for both clastic

and discrete inelastic scattering with anisot ropy.
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(23a)

Thus, in performing the integral
subintervals due to tabulated to

from a to b, we look for

in the range WL<u<ioa

EL andin the library tables for incident energies

E.'< a<E* < b<E.l .

In case of discrete inelastic scattering in the center of

mass system, the analysis is similar. From Eqs.(A.18) and

(A.19) and from Fig.3 we see that, for a fixed final energy

E, ii) decreases with increasing E' if E>|Q|/[A.(A.+l)] and/or

E >E, , the backthreshold. In these cases,
b

_ l
Jb = 2

_l|_i T (b)

(23b)

and the situation is analogous to that of elastic
On the other hand, if E <| Q | / [A j ( A •+1 ) ] and

scattering.
E'<Eb , we

define C us the abscissa of the minimum of the curve tangent
to y = E in Fig.3,

C =
A .-

(24)

and observe that for K'>C relation !3b still holds
while for E t= |0| ( A . + 1 )/A-< E'< C , ui increases with increasing E1,
which changes the range of possible cosiner; to u < u < u .

a— — b
If scattering is anisotropic in the panel or subpanel

being considered, an input option (ITOPTD) is provided for
saving iteration-independent quantities for use by DISCAT in
subsequent iterations. From Eq.(19), if we assume that
reaction rates are linearly interpolable in the cell energy
grid, the contribution to the source can be written as

qis°(E f ( E ' , E ) dE1 + b(j' f f ( E ' , E ) E' dE1]

where qiso(E')

recalculated

is the source from isotropic panels (wfiich ic

at each i t e r a t i o n ) ,
independent function given by

f(E ,E) in the iteration-



FINAL
ENERGY(E)

INITIAL ENERGY (E1)

Figure 3: Final vs. initial energy for discrete inelastic

scattering.



f(E1,E) =

i»

X, I

(i) (i)
and a and b are defined as

1 i

»,!,
- E1 27a)

and

AE
(27fc )

The ITOPTD=1 option is recommended in order to save computer
execution time, provided sufficient disk storage area is
available. If this option is selected, the integrals in Eq.
(25) are computed in the first iteration and the contributions
from subpanels of a panel are accumulated in temporary
tapes 16 to 15+NREG, one for each possible material region. In
the end of the panel calculation, the results are transferred
to permanent tapes 16+NREG to 15+2*NREG for use in subsequent
iterations. The contents of these tapes are decribed in
Appendix D.

3.4. Sources from 9.1S.Z~y.

For a given material j in zone m and region n, overlay 2
computes the source from a type x continuum reaction (except
fission, which is treated in overlay 3) in the i-th iteration,
according to equation [see Eq.(A.16)]

AE' (28:

and adds it to the contents of tape 12, a a a part of the total
non-fission source given by Eq.(20). In Eq.(28), the energy
distribution for continuum reactions is given as a combination
of partial distributions [see Eq.(A.23)]

K

E'+E E ' ) f K

x.J
E - E: 29

in ENDF/B-IV file 5. Three different lows; are used In ENDF/B-
IV to represent partial energy distributions for this reaction
category: (i) arbitrary tabulated function (LF=1), (ii)



Maxwellian spectrum (LF=7) and (iii) evaporation spectrum
(LF=9).

For LF =1, a set of incident energy points |E. | is given
and f* -(E •' -* E) is tabulated for a collection of points in the
allowed interval of E. Interpolation laws are given in ENDF/B-
IV for both E! and E variables. For LF=7 and 9, dropping the
x, j and k indices for simplicity, the energy distribution can
be written as

f(E'- E) =

E1'2
exp[-E/e(E )] , LF = 7,

I(E')
(30a:

I(E')
exp[-E/e (E1 )] , LF = 9, (30b:

where 9 (E?) is a tabulated function, the secondary energy is
limited to 0<E<E'-U, U is a constant which may differ for
each partial distribution and the form of the normalization
factors I(E } is given explicitly in Ref. 5 for both laws.

The numerical evaluation of Eq.(28) starts by splitting
the integral in Eq.(28) into as many components as the
number of partial distributions in Eq.(29). Then, for each of
these components (there may be up to four), the integration
range is subdivided into panels and subpanels as explained
in Subsection 3.3 for the discrete scattering sources and a
low-order Gaussian quadrature applied in each subpanel . Like
the discrete scattering sources, the panels are swept from
higher to lower energies, but the secondary energies reached
by each panel go from lower to higher values. For LF=1, the
secondary energy interpolation scheme is always constant
or linear-linear; thus, instead of computing LF=1 panel
contributions to the source directly at the cell energy grid,
subroutine CONTRE first computes the sources at the unionized
secondary energy grid created by subroutine UGRIDF in tape 8,
saves them in tape 9 and finally interpolates linearly from
the sources in tape 9 to find the sources at the cell energy
grid. This results in enormous computer savings, since
unionized secondary energy grids have at most a few hundreds
of points in contrast to tens of thousands frequently found in
cell energy grids. For LF = 7 or 9 and 8 (E* ) not constant, 11.
is apparent that the integrand of Eq.(28) could be mnde
independent of E were not for the exponentials in Eqs.(30n)
and (30b). However, introducing the piecewise polynomial
approximation of the exponential function (see Appendix B)
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exp[-E/e(E')l -
a-0

the integration can be reduced to the calculation of the
moments

J a(E')p(E' )|l(E' )Sj(E' )] R*i}(E • )[e (E ' )] dE ' ,
i AE'

1 a = 0,1, .. .4, (32)

which are independent of the secondary energy, provided the
integration limits do not depend on E. This is true only
for E<Et-U, where Et is the reaction threshold. In addition,
since the 5-term polynomial approximation was judged to be
adequate for interval sizes of up to unity and a unique set of
coefficients is required for use with the moments given by
Eq.(32), it can be shown that the above treatment is good only
for secondary energies satisfying

— • E t - U ) '
ii n /

E < m i n ( 9 / i n _ 3 " X , E . - U | , ( 3 3 )
\ nax nil

where 8 . and 9 represent, respectively, the minimum and
I I n 9 3 X

maximum values attained by í (E1) in the energy range of
interest. Thus, for this case, the moment integrations can be
computed simply by accumulating panel contributions. Once all
the integration range is covered, these moments can be easily
used to compute the continuum reaction sources for all
secondary energies that obey Eq.(33). For the remaining
secondary energies, the source calculation is performed for
each panel separately; polynomial approximations based on Eq.
(31) are used to replace the exponential for all secondary
energies that do not cause subpanel integration limits to
depend on E. A group of secondary energies uses the same uet
of polynomial coefficients as long as the exponential
arguments belong to the same interval of unit length. A
sequence of intervals [0,1], [1,2], [2,3] etc is, in this way,
associated with approximating sets of coefficients until the
exponential argument reaches 20 (above thin value, the
contribution to the source is neglected). This has been found
to be computationally more efficient than the use of the
exponential function itself. The case of constant 0 {?.' ) is
simpler because the exponential term can be taken out of the
integral in Eq.(28). Thus, for E<Et-U, the integration
limits do not depend on E and the panel irtegratlons can be
accumulated at once to compute continuum reaction sources in
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the end. For E>Et-U, continuum reaction sources are computed
for each panel separately.

As discussed in Subsection 3.3 for the discrete
scattering sources, an option is also available in overlay 2
for computing, during the first iteration, iteration-
independent quantities that can be stored and used in
subsequent iterations to reduce computer execution time. Thus,
if ITOPTC is set equal to 1 in input tape 5, this causes
integrals to be evaluated first with R, (E' ) set to 1.0 and
then to E1 for each panel. Actually, the calculation is made
for each subpanel contained in a given panel and stored in
temporary direct access tapes 16 to 15+NREG (one for each
region) or tape 9, if LF=1; then, the results for each
subpanel are added to the results for other subpanels to
obtain panel results which are stored in permanent sequential
tapes 16+NREG to 15+2»NREG. Considering that the reaction
rates R̂ *'(E ) are assumed to vary linearly inside eacn
panel as au;+buiE' (see Subsection 3.3), the two

71,*• lit , &

integrals discussed above can be combined with the
coefficients a^1^ and b^^ for any iteration i>l to reconstruct
the original integral. The information to be stored for use
when i>l and ITOPTC^l depends on the energy distribution
law and also whether polynomial approximations of the
exponential function are used or not. Thus, for LF-1 or
panels with integration limits that depend on E for LF=7 or
9, both types of integrals are stored for each required
secondary energy. For LF=7 or 9 and secondary energies
satisfying Eq.(33), the first five 1/© moments are computed
first with R^tE' )=1 .0, then with R̂ 1'( E ' ) =E ' , and stored.
Finally, for constant 0 and E<.E.-U the exponential term can
be taken out of the integral, so that both types of integrals
do not depend on E.

For ITOPTC-1 and i>l, subroutine CONTRE deviates to a
section that reads pertinent information from tapes 16+NREG to
15+2*NREG, computes the coefficients a(U and b^l defined

n f *> fit, **

by Eqs.(27a) and (27b) for each panel and proceeds

with the source calculation. Initially, for L F = 1 , the

integrals calculated for each panel with R^''(E')=1«0 and
R(1'(F,')=E' are multiplied to the coefficients a(i' and hi1]

m in t % in f x-

respectively, added and accumulated over all panels to create

in scratch tape 9 a file of continuum reaction sources for

the corresponding unionized secondary grid of tape 8. Then,

the program switches to the section that interpolates these

sources to the required cell energy grid. For LF-7 or 9 and

secondary energies satisfying Eq.(33), the firr.t five 1/0

moments calculated with R. (E1 )-1.0 are multiplied to a''',

added to the corresponding 1/8 moments calculated with

RJ, ( E ' ) = E ' and multiplied to bj, ft and the result it? accumulated

over all panels to generate the required 1/6 moments for the
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complete primary energy range. Once this has been done, the
program switches to the section that computes the continuum
reaction sources from the 1/9 moments as explained before for
the first iteration. For secondary energies not satisfying
Eq.(33) the source calculation is made locally, i.e. for each
panel separately. Finally, ife=constant and E<Et-U, the
integrals calculated for each panel with R;1J(E') = 1.0 and
R'[1)(E')=EI are multiplied to the coefficients a[{} and b^J
respectively, added and accumulated over all panels. After
multiplication by a factor that includes the exponential term
previously left out of the integral, the sources are obtained.
If E>E.-U, the calculation is made for each panel separately.

As discussed in Subsection 3.3 for the ITOPTD option,
the choice ITOPTC=1 may also require large disk storage
resources and, for this reason, it may not be possible to
implement this option in some computer systems.

3.5. Fission §£H£C££

Overlay 3 computes sources originating from fission
reactions and accumulates the results in tape 13. A treatment
that takes into account the separation of the fission reaction
into its various components (first, second, third and fourth
chance fission), as given by ENDF/B-IV for some materials, is
provided in subroutine FISSN. When this is the case, the FIXUP
program /16/ should be used during BCG library preparation to
correct the first chance fission cross sections produced by
RECENT. The v-values used in this overlay come from file 1,
section 452 of ENDF/B-IV. For a given fissionable material j
in zone m and region n, the expression for the fission source
(either one of the components or the total contribution) is
given by [see Eq.(A.16) ]

r T1 O

AE, ' f'J Pf'J ' < 3 ^

The procedure for computing fission sources is very similar to
the procedure used in Subsection 3.4 for the other continuum
reactions.- Here the energy distribution p, .(E'-»E) in also
given by a combination of partial distributions as in Eq.
(29), but the ENDF/B-IV laws used in this case are: (i)
general evaporation spectrum (LF=5), (ii) Maxwellian spectrum
(LF=7) and (iii) evaporation spectrum (LF=9).

The LF=5 law allows a representation of the type
f(E' ->E)=g[E/e (E1 ) ], where 6 (E1) is tabulated as a function
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of E1 and g
only materi
(U-233, MAT=
independent
Eq.(34). For
reactions:
energy limi
and large
the region
integration
exponential

[E/e ( E')] tabulated as a function of E/e(E'). The
al that uses this representation in ENDF/B-IV
1260) has 9(E')=1; therefore f(E'+E) becomes
of E ' and can be taken out of the integral in
LF=7 or 9, a simplification occurs for fission

the constant U, used to define the upper secondary
t for a given incident energy, is either negative
(£-20 MeV) or zero. Thus, for variable e(E'),
that allows for secondary energy-independent
by means of polynomial approximations of the
function is given by

E< 1

( 0 . 6 \

e - e . t /
max tin /

U = 0 (35a)

/ e . e \
I «in max 1 y < _

\ 0 -8 . /

20 MeV . (35b)

m a x in l n

For most materials, it has been found that this range includes
a vast portion of the resonance region and, consequently, the
majority of points in the cell energy grid. Thus, the
polynomial approximation of the exponential function permits a
significant economy of execution time during the computation
of fission sources.

The numerical algorithms used in subroutine FISSN to
evaluate the integral in Eq.(34) are the same as those used
in subroutine CONTRE of overlay 2 and described in detail in
Subsection 3.4. Unlike overlays 1 and 2, there is no
provision in FISSN to store iteration-independent quantities
during the first iteration to further reduce execution time in
subsequent iterations.

4. A SAMPLE PROBLEM

In this section, the solution for a defined sample

problem is reported to illustrate the use of the BCG code in

multiregion cylindrical cell calculations.

The example consists of a simplified two-region critical

fuel cell at 300 K with a 6 mm - diameter central pin of

metallic U-233 surrounded by a 0.8 mm - thick sodium annula"

region. The choice of these materials was motivated by the

fact that they do not present unresolved resonances in

ENDF/B-IV and their resolved regions are well apart so that
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the influence of each material in the calculated spectrum can

be easily identified. Criticality was attained by adjusting

the reflection coefficient at the cell outer boundary in a

series of BCG runs. A converged value of 0.93406 was obtained

for the reflection coefficient and given as input in this

example.

Input specifications for this problem are defined in tape

5 (see Appendix D) as follows:

NUMBER OF MATERIALS (NMAT) = 2

NUMBER OF REGIONS (NREG) = 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF ZONES (NTZON) = 2

RECORD LENGTH CONSTANT (LREC) = 500

K-EFF INPUT VALUE (RKEF) = 1.0

CELL FISSION SOURCE INPUT VALUE (SFIS) = 0.0

RESTART OPTION (ISTART) = 0

INPUT VALUE FOR NET = ü

BOTTOM ENERGY (EBOT) = 1.0 eV

TOP ENERGY (ETOP) = l.E+7 eV

REFLECTION COEFFICIENT (REFL) = 0.93406

MINIMUM QUADRATURE ORDER (NQ0) = 4

REGION OUTER RADIUS(cm) NO. ZONES FISSION IND.

I R(I) NZ(I) INDFIS(I)

1 0.30 1 1

2 0.38 1 -1

MATERIAL ID NUMBERS (MATW): 1260030 1156030

REGION 1 MATERIAL SPECIFICATION:

NUMBER OF MATERIALS (NMATRW) = 1

ORDER NUMBER (IORD) = 1

NUMBER DENSITY (DENS) = 0.04783 atoms/(b.cm)

REGION 2 MATERIAL SPECIFICATION:

NUMBER OF MATERIALS (NMATRW) = 1

ORDER NUMBER (IORD) = 2

NUMBER DENSITY (DENS) = 0.02540 atoms/(b.cm)

CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR K-EFF (EPSK) = l.E-6

CONV. CRITERIA FOR TOTAL REACTION RATES(EPSRR) = l.E-5

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED (ITM) = 40

ITERATION OPTION FOR CONTRE (ITOPTC) = 1

ITERATION OPTION FOR DISCAT (ITOPTD) = 1

The cell grid reached 2,216 points and execution time in

the CYBER 170/750 computer for the 28 iterations needed for

convergence amounted to 44 min. Of these, 8.7% were spent in

the first iteration. The effective multiplication factor and

the maximum relative deviation in the total reaction rates

observed between two contiguous iterations are shown in Table

1. The converged spectra have been plotted in Figs. 4 to 7. By

examining the microscopic total cross sections for Na-23 and

U-233 obtained from the LINEAR-RECENT-SIGMA1 codes with 0.5%
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reconstruction precision (see Figs. 8 and 9 ) , the influence of
each material in the spectra can be easily detected. Also, the
strong coupling between fuel and coolant regions due to the
small optical thickness of the cell is clearly depicted in
Figs. 4 to 7.

Table 1 - Effective multiplication factor k \f and maximum
relative deviation in the total reaction rates 6^1'
for the fuel cell problem.

i

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

keff

1.0000000

1 .1970103

1.0811705

1 .0334885

1 .0140057

1 .0058479

1.0023820

1 .0009097

1.0002973

1 .0000560

0.9999726

0.9999534

0.9999580

0.9999693

1.205(

3.4?2(

2.860(

7.470(

3.061(

1.955(

1.190(

5.389(

1.787(

4.899(

1.199(

7.300(

5.503(

4.056(

]

+ 3

+ 1

+ 1

+ 0

+ 0

+ 0

+ 0

-1

-1

-2

-2

-3

-3

-3

)*

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

i

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

eff

0.9999809

0.9999906

0.9999980

1.0000034

1.0000072

1.0000099

1.0000117

1.0000129

1.0000137

1.0000143

1.0000146

1.0000149

1.0000150

1.0000151

2.902

2.030

(-3)

(-3)

1 .384(-3)

9 .270

6.101

3.948

2 .513

1 .580

9.874

6.093

3.719

2.247

1 .345

8.018

(-4)

(-4)

(-4)

(-4)

(-4)

(-5)

(-5)

(-5)

(-5)

(-5)

(-6)

'Numbers in parenthesis represent powers of 10.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

BCG is a code for computing pointwise space-dependent
neutron spectra and criticality of multiregion cylindrical
cells. Its ability in calculating fast reactor cells has been
demonstrated through the example presented in the previous
section.

The code was designed for benchmark purposes and is the
result of a 2-year project using 5 man-years for its
execution. As a large transport code, BCG is beat suited to
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fast computers especially those featuring parallel processing

architectures, although it is not yet adapted to take full

advantage of such computing environment.

A couple of topics which have been briefly mentioned

before deserve further investigation and will possibly permit

an improvement in the quality of the results produced by BCG.

The first is the treatment of the unresolved resonance region:

instead of using average cross sections at C Kelvin, the

inclusion of temperature effects in a detailed treatment of

the statistical nature of the cross sections as given in

evaluated nuclear data files is highly desirable. The

probability table method /20/ and the statistical averaging

procedure /21.22/ seem to be possible ways of addressing this

problem. Another topic to be examined is the use of more

accurate interface current relations, along the lines of the

work by Worley /13/. Since the fraction of time the code

spends in computing interface currents is negligible when

compared to the time spent in the source calculation, it

appears that improved interface current relations can be

incorporated without penalizing too much the total execution

time. The introduction of acceleration procedures in the

iterative scheme adopted by BCG and extension of the

calculation to other unidimensional geometries arc also of

interest.
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APPENDIX A

THE BALANCE EQUATION

The balance equation [Eq.(l)] can be derived from the
integro-differential form of the neutron transport equation
/17.18/

V.j/r,£,E) + Ettr,E)t(r(£,E) = ^ Ni mx,i (E

y o . ( E ') f . ( , E ' +E )* ( r , O1, E ' ) dJl1 dE1, (A.I)

where <i(r,fi,E) is the angular flux, j(r,fl,E) = fl i|/ (r ,fi , E ) is
the angular current, £t(.r,E) is the macroscopic total cross
section, o :(E) is the microscopic cross section for neutron
producing reaction x in isotope i, f . (y_ , E1 + E ) describes the
probability that a neutron with direction and energy ( £' ,E ')
produces a neutron with direction and energy (£1̂ , E) after
reaction x in isotope i, v*o = S,- S,' *s the cosine of the
scattering angle in the laboratory system and Nj (jr) is the
number density of isotope i. The summation over i includes all
isotopes present in the system while the summation over x
includes all neutron producing reactions such as elastic and
inelastic scattering, fission, (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,n'a) etc. The
multiplicity factor m :(E') represents the average number of
neutrons emnited per reaction type x for isotope i. Thus,
m „ .(E ') 5 1 for elastic and inelastic scattering, m .(E1 ) =
V:(E ) for fission, m v ;(E ) = 2 for (n,2n) reaction and so on.

In regard to the form of the transfer probability
fx J ( P Q , E ' + E ) , two great categories of reactions can be
distinguished: (i) discrete level reactions for which the laws
of kinematics predict /19/

A.?.!

where

F l / 2 / ff-Er,) -(A .-1H-J-
(EE')1

(A.3)

with A. being the ratio of the mass of the scattering nucleuo
type i to the neutron mass and Q ,<.O the level excitation

xi
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energy (for elastic scattering, Q. ; =0 is a fictitious level)
and (ii) continuum reactions (no identifiable individual
nuclear levels) for which it is usually assumed that the
angular and energy dependence of the transfer probability can
be separated as

fXti(u0,E'*E) = PXti(E'*E)gx>i(u0) , (A.4)

where, quite often, the additional assumption of isotropic
scattering, g .(VJJ) = 1/2, is made. The first category
comprises elastic scattering (MT=2), discrete level inelastic
scattering (MT=51 to 90) and the first neutron from time-
sequential (n,2n) reaction (MT=6 to 9). The later includes
all remaining neutron producing reactions, i.e. direct (n,2n)
reaction (MT=16), (n,3n) reaction (MT=17), fission (MT=18 or,
alternatively, 19 to 21 and 38), the second neutron from time-
sequential (n,2n) reaction (MT=46 to 49), continuum inelastic
scattering (MT=91) and several others of less importance (MT
numbers given in parentesis are ENDF/B reaction identifiers).

After these considerations, Eq.(A.l) can be written as

V.j(r,£,E) + zt(r,E)i,(r,O,E) = j- £ N. (r) £ ffo^lE')
i "CD E' n' '

x p. . (E1 +E)6 (yn -S v ; ) <p(r, n' , E ' ) d«'dE'

+

i

X f 1 U rs' ,

where D denotes the set of discrete level reactions and C the
set of continuum reactions. Using the Legendre expansions

«,-0

and
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. fXii(0) = i, (A.7)

i-0

the spherical harmonics representation

* (r, n'.E ') =<Mr,n\x', E1 ) = — V ( 21+1 ) fp ( p ' ) *° ( r , E1 )
JUO

{ A - 8 )

and the addition theorem

^ l i Í U)pV)cos[m(x-x')]
U+m)! l l

n-1
(A.9)

on the right-hand side of Eq.(A.5) and integrating the

resulting equation over all £, yields

V.J(r.E) + Zt (r,E)»(r,E) = V N| (r)J^ / raXfi(E' )

x oXji(E' )pX)i (E* +E)»(rp,E
I ) dE ' , (A. 10)

whore

J(r,E) = / j(r,n,E)dJi (A.11)

ana

^(r,fi,E)diJ (A.12)

are, respectively, the energy-dependent current and total

flux.

Now, assuming that the domain where Eq.(A.lO) applies is

composed of N uniform regions (each one with M zones), the

macroscopic cross sections and number densities can be

regarded as independent of the position r in each region and

consequently in each zone. Thus, integrating Eq.(A.lO) over

the volume V,, of zone m yields, after using Gauss theorem, the
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desired balance equation

LB(E) + RB(E) = QB(E) . (A.13)

In Eq.(A.13), the leakage term is given by

L (E) = / J(r,E).fidS. , (A.14)

{~ -
where SR is the surface enclosing volume Vm and fi is the
outward normal to element dSB, the volumetric total reaction
rate in VB is given by

R B(E) = l " (E) f *(r,E)dVB , (A.15)

and the volumetric source in V by

R.ÍE1 )dE',

x E
(A.16)

where the index m runs from 1 up to M=2jM , the total number
of zones in the domain. n

To evaluate the volumetric sources, cross sections are
obtained within a prescribed accuracy (typically 0.5%) with
the application of the processing chain LINEAR-RECENT-SIGMA1
on the basic nuclear data from files 2 and 3 of ENDF/B-IV.
The energy distributions p .(E'+E) are copied from file 4
(for xCD) and file 5(for x£C) of ENDF/B-IV. In the case of
discrete level reactions, x£D, it is necessary to convert
angular distributions from file 4 into energy distribution's.
For angular distributions given in ENDF/B file 4 as
P x,i( E '» u0) > where U)Q is the cosine of the scattering angle in
the center of mass system,

d«0

dE
Px,i(E'+E) = PX,i

(E''U0 >

Explicitly, using the relationship /15/
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(A. 18)

where

= A.ll +

1/2

E
(A.19)

Eq.(A.17) can be written as

2

p..i'E'»E'°i ,•*£«•> (A.20)

For angular distributions given originally in the laboratory
system in ENDF/B file 4,

dE
(A.21)

or, explicitly,

p .(E1 *E) = (A. + l) + (A. Pv ; ( E ' ,n 0 ) ,

(A.22)

where E^=-AjQx j/(A^-l) is the backthreshold for reaction x.
For x€P, the representation adopted in ENDF/B-IV file 5,
i.e. the combination of partial distributions

x.i£
k=l

(A.23)

where pk .(E1) is the fractional probability for the
distribution fk .(E'*E) at E', is used to characterize the
energy distribution in Eq.(A.16). Several combinations of
energy distribution laws can normally be given in ENDF/B-IV
file 5 for a particular reaction (see Ref. 5 for a complete
description of allowed laws).

Finally, the integration range for E' in Eq.(A.16),
[ E ̂ n, E ̂ax ], also depends on the reaction category being
considered. For x£B and EC[E»0T , ETOp ] the laws of kinematics
yield
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and

max

[ r X t i ( E , l ) , E t

= m i n | E T O p , m a x [ r X j i ( E , - l ) , EJ
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(A.24a)

(A.24b)

where Et=-(A-+2)QX j/A. is the threshold energy for reaction x

and

rXii(E,±i) =
E

(A.-l)
i

Af-l-A. (A. -1)Q ./E
1 1 1 X , 1

[A2-A. (A.-l)Q ./E]1/2±l
1 1 1 X , 1

(A.25)

For x£C and EC [EBOT«
 ETOP 1 • tlie integration range is implicitly

supplied in the ENDF/B-IV tabulation for the case of
representations that utilize an arbitrary tabulated function
(LF=1) or a general evaporation spectrum (LF=5). For the
remaining laws, i.e. Maxwellian fission spectrum (LF=7) and
evaporation spectrum (LF = 9) , the integration limits for E1 are
given by

'. = max(E + U ., E.
Bin x,i' t

and

' - F
TOP

(A.26a)

!A.26b)

where U • ic a constant /5/ used to define the upper limit for
x, i r

the final neutron energy in such a way that 0<E<E -U ;.
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APPENDIX B

POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATIONS OF THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION

As discussed in Section 3, a fundamental tool for an
efficient numerical evaluation of integrals involving the
expressions for Maxwellian and evaporation distribution laws
is the piecewise polynomial approximation of the exponential
function discussed in this appendix.

Considering x>0, the exponential function can be
approximated in a given interval x£[a,b] by a shifted Legendre
basis as

N
exp(-x) ~ y An Pn (y) , (B.I)

)where y =(b-a ) (2 x-b-a) . The coefficients A n, determined with

the use of the orthogonality property of the Legendre

polynomials, are given by

b-a f pn y)exp(-x)dx (B.2)

and satisfy the recursion relation, for n>l ,

= (2n+3 JL),
b-a

B.3a

and the initial condition

« exp(-a)_JL_exp(-bl
b - a

{ B > 3 b

For a fixed interval [a,b], the approximation given by
Eq.(B.l) is improved an N + « . Also, for a fixed value of N,
the approximation is improved as the length of the interval
[a,b] approaches zero. Thus, in practice, efficient use of Eq.
(B.I) meanf; a judicious choice of N, a and b. It was observed
that, exp(-x) can be approximated for any x>0 with a relative
error of less than 6xl0"5 with N-4 and b-a = l , which was
considered adequate for the purpose of the present work.

Regarding the generation of the A coefficients, when N
is small Eq.(B.3a) can be used in the forward direction
without significant loss of accuracy. In general, however, to
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be sure that stability is preserved, Eq.(B.3a) must be used in

the backward direction. In iiuch situation, by defining

Rn=An+1/An, Eq.(B.3a) can be written as

n-1

= (2n-] (B.4)

The method starts by choosing an integer M and setting,
arbitrarily, R« ̂ =0. From Eq.(B.4)

R(0)"N+M-l 2(2N+2M-1)
(B.5)

R ( 0 )
• > R N can also be
Next, the value of R1

computed
•(0)

N is

with repeated
stored, M is

. _ (0) _ (0)
a n d RN+H-2 »

RN+M-3 ' *
use of Eq. (B .4).
increased and the process repeated as many times as necessary
until the value of R]
converged value

(i)
•N

as

converges. Then,
Eq.(B.4) is used

identifying
to compute

this
RN

R
N-1'

N-2' The initial value Ag given by Eq.(B.3b) is used to
start the normalization procedure

A , = R A
n+1 n n

(B.6)

which allows the calculation of all required A
as discussed in Section 3, the computation of
involving Maxwellian and evaporation laws can be
if the exponential function approximation is

in terms of powers instead of Legendre polynomials.
accomplish a representation in terms of powers

without loss of accuracy, a and b are restricted initially to
0 and 1 in Eq.(B.l), which can be rewritten as

Now ,
integrals
simpli fied
expressed

, to

exp(-x)
N

~ VAnPn 2x-l) , xC[0,l] (B.7)

Writing Eq.(B.7) in matrix form and using the transformation
matrix that relates Legendre polynomials to powers and the
bynomial theorem, results in

exp(-x) =i ATP(2x-l) = AT T y = AT T B x, (B.8)

whore the (N+1) vector A has the coefficients A0'Al ' ' ' * <AN
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computed with a=0 and b=l as elements, jP(2x-l) is a (N+l)
vector with P.(2x-l) as (n+l)th element, y is a (N+l) vector
with (2x-l)nas (n+l)th element, £ is a (N+l) vector with xn as
(n + l)th element and the (N+l)x(N+l) lower triangular matrix "T
has zero elements everywhere, except alternate non-zero
elements in odd rows, given for i=l,2,..., — by

f (i-j+"l)(2i+2j-l) 1 T

2i+l ,2j+l = ~ J J T2i+l,2j-l
L j(2j-l) J

T f (i-j+l)(2i+2j-l) 1 T , _ , o ,
T 2 i + l , 2 j + l = ~ J J T 2 i + l , 2 j - l • J = 1 , 2 , . . . , 1 ,

L ( ) J ( B . 9 )

with

a n d

T , = 1 ( B . l l )
1 r 1

and alternate non-zero elements in even rows, given for

1 - 1 . S fel

with

and

T 2 2 = 1 . ( B . 1 4 )

In addition, the (N+l)x(N+l) lower triangular matrix jB is
constructed by taking a zero matrix ]£, initializing U with
Uj i=l, 1=1,2,.,.,N+l, and operating, for i=2,3,...,N+l and
j = 2,3,...,i, with Uj ,j=ui_i,j_i +ui-i,j • 'J ;'e elements of £ are
found from the elements of U, (the Pas.r.l triangle) by setting
a=0 and b=l in the expression

. ., (-DM (éT"ii-
l.J \ b- a/ \ b + a/ >J

From Eq.(B.8), it is clear that coefficients Cn , n=O,l,...,N,
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that express the approximation of exp(-x) in powers of x for
x£[O,l] are the elements of

C = BTTT A . (B.16)

In g e n e r a l , as approximat ions of exp( -x ) in powers of x a re
required for arbitrary intervals of unit length [a,a+l], a>0,
rather than the interval [0,1] alone, the coefficients Dn,
n=0,l , . . . ,N, of such approximations can be easily related to
the coefficients Cn computed for xC[0,l] . Note that, for
xC[0,l ],

N

exp(-x) =; y^Cpxn ( B . 1 7 )

n-0

while for yC[aia+l] »

N

exp(-y) c^y^y" , (B.18)

n=0

where Dn , n=0,l N, are to be determined. Choosing y=x+a,
Eq.(B.17) can be written as

N

exp(-y) = exp(-a)^C n(y-a)
n . (B.19)

n-0

Using the binomial theorem the coefficients Dn can be related
to the coefficients C by

jD = exp(-a)£ £ , (B.20)

where the elements of F are given in terms of the elements of
J£ (the Pascal triangle) by

As an example, Table B.I shows the coefficients Dn ,
n=0,l,...,4, computed according to this prescription for
several intervals of unit length.



Table B.I - Coefficients for approximating exp(-x) in the interval [a,a+l]*.

D

0.0 9.999787933E-01

1.0 9.836529785E-01

2.0 8.956434199E-01

3.0 7.305871135E-01

4.0 5.366123664E-01

5.0 3.608723901E-01

6.0 2.259061002E-01

7.0 1.334358931E-01

8.0 7.515939758E-02

9.0 4.070179035E-02

10.0 2.132686145E-02

11.0 1.086667193E-02

12.0 5.405707877E-03

13.0 2.633845384E-03

14.0 1.260226200E-03

15.0 5.934269837E-04

16.0 2.755057330E-04

-9.993517958E-01

-9.392424990E-01

-7.635734391E-01

-5.416679474E-01

-3.457881966E-01

-2.038542693E-01

-1.130780187E-01

-5.980638942E-02

-3.044938440E-02

-1.502889317E-02

-7.229269941E-03

-3.402912165E-03

-1.572472128E-03

-7.151490286E-04

-3.207641196E-04

-1.421293212E-04

-6.230146581E-05

4.953329402E-01

4.081852098E-01

2.748010099E-01

1.622165178E-01

8.777989322E-02

4.469793570E-02

2.176748955E-02

1.024611586E-02

4.695657215E-03

2.106063773E-03

9.279924644E-04

4.028768429E-04

1.727146955E-04

7.324622630E-05

3.077222262E-05

1.282196619E-05

5.303825756E-06

-1.536218092E-01

-9.412729772E-02

-4.846454430E-02

-2.291947445E-02

-1.030424408E-02
i

-4.479625539E-03

-1.901396489E-03

-7.927179646E-04

-3.259232512E-04

-1.325182168E-04

-5.339253956E-05

-2.134964483E-05

-8.482296354E-06

-3.351564655E-06

-1.317989485E-06

-5.161375186E-07

-2.013822836E-07

2.556067843E-02

9.403248096E-03

3.459261655E-03

1.272591244E-03

4.681601559E-04

1.722264965E-04

6.335858729E-05

2.330832169E-05

8.574652357E-06

3.154438317E-06

1.160453005E-06

4.269068031E-07

1.570502362E-07

5.777555312E-08

2.125443819E-08

7.819070845E-09

2.876475413E-09

•Maximum relative deviation <6.E-05.
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APPENDIX C

THE SAR PROGRAM

The interface between BCG and the reconstructed library
from the LINEAR-RECBflT-SIGMAl chain (tape 9) is provided by
program SAR which selects data from this tape, for each
material, and creates tapes 1,2,3 and 7. The contents of tape
9 are basically that of ENDF/B files, except for file 3 which
contains linearized, reconstructed and Doppler broadened
microscopic cross sections within a given reconstruction
precision.

ShR starts by reading, in tape 5, input instructions
specifying whether a BCG library is to be created (IBIB=O)
or updated (IBIB=1) and how many materials the library will be
composed of (IOPT option). The adopted convention is such that
if IOPT=O then all materials in tape 9 will be included in the
library, whereas for IOPT>O a second input record is read with
information on material identification number, desired
temperature and reconstruction precision for each one of the
IOPT materials to be inserted. Next, if IOPT>O, SAR reads MAT
number of the first material in tape 9 and checks for its
presence in the input list. If the material is in the list and
has not been included in the library before, the program
reads data for number of neutrons per fission for fissionable
materials from file 1, linearized total and neutron producing
microscopic cross sections from file 3 and angular (or energy)
distribution of secondary neutrons from file 4 (or 5) and
writes them on tapes 2,1,3 and 7 respectively (and in this
sequence), for the given material. If the material is not in
the list or if it is already in the library tapes, SAR skips
to the next material in tape 9. The process is repeated for
each new material until a flag (MAT=-1) is found in the end of
the tape.

When writing on tapes 1 and 3 the material identification
number is modified by adding three extra digits to the right
of the ENDF/B identification number for the value of the
nearest integer to T/10, as temperature index. This enlarged
representation is not needed in tapes 2 and 7, implying that a
material present in tape 2 is not necessarily present, at
the desired temperature, in library tapes 1 and 3. The
reconstruction precision for microscopic cross sectioim is
also responsible for making the presence of a material in
tapes 1 and 3 more restrictive than in other tapes since, to
be present in tapes 1 and 3, a material has to be found with
the same ENDF/B identification number, temperature and percent
reconstruction precision as those specified in the input data.
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In order to uniquely identify a material at a certain
temperature and with one of several different reconstruction
precisions in library tapes 1 and 3, in addition to the extra
digits in the material identification number, SAR changes the
sign of all but one of these enlarged material numbers,
keeping positive only the one with precision specified in
input tape 5. In this way, several reconstruction precisions
can be found by B06 for the same material at the same
temperature in library tapes 1 and 3, all but one with
negative identification numbers.

A flow diagram of program SAR, its input description and
the structure of library tapes 1,2,3 and 7 are described
below .

Record 1

IBIB Library creation option
=0, creates new library on tapes 1,2,3 and
7.
=1, updates existing library.

IOPT Material option
=0, all materials in tape 9 will be
included in the library.
>0, IOPT materials will be inserted.

Record 2 (omit if IOPT=O)

(MATW(I), ENDF/B material identification number,

TEMPW(I), Temperature (degrees K).

PRECW(I), Percent reconstruction precision (%)
1=1,IOPT)
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Figure C.I: Flow diagram of program SAR
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iü

MATEMP material identification. ENDF/B material number
plus three extra digits at the right of the
number as temperature index (nearest integer to
T/10).

NP total number of energy points used to specify
the data.

PREC

El

SIGT

reconstruction precision (%) for the microscopic
cross sections.

tabulated energy (eV) at which linearized
Doppler broadened microscopic total cross
section, at , is given.

linearized Doppler broadened microscopic total
cross section o^(b).

VarvLabLes

MAT

LNU

ENDF/B material identification.

index to specify the representation used for the
average number of neutrons per fission, v(E).
LNU=1 indicates polynomial representation; LNU=2
indicates tabulated representation ( always
linear-linear in ENDF/B-IV ).

NC

NP

number of terms used in the polynomial
expansion for v(E).

total number of energy points used to tabulate
v(E).

CNU

E2

coefficient for polynomial representation of
v{E).

tabulated energy (eV) at which the average
number of neutrons v(E) is given.
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ENU average number of neutrons per fission v(E).

MATEMP

NLIN

AWR

NMT

MT

PREC

Q

NP

E3

SIGX

as in tajae 1.

number of records used by the material in
library tape 3.

ratio of the mass of the atom to that of the
neutron.

number of neutron producing reactions for the
material.

ENDF/B reaction number,

as in tape 1.

reaction Q-value (eV).

total number of energy points used to specify
the data.

tabulated energy (eV) at which linearized
Doppler broadened microscopic neutron producing
cross section, a , is given.

linearized Doppler broadened microscopic neutron
producing cross section ox(b).

Vari^ab^es

Z

MAT

LINMAT

NMT

MT

as in tape 2.

number of records used by the material in
library tape 7.

as in tape 3.

as in tape 3.
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LINMT

LTT

LCT

NR

NP

NBT

INT

E1

NL

F

NPLT2

NRLT2

NBTLT2

INTLT2

number of records used by reaction MT in library
tape 7.

index to specify the representation used in
ENDF/B for the angular distribution of secondary
neutrons. LTT=1 indicates Legendre expansion
coefficients; LTT=2 indicates tabulated
probability distribution.

index to specify the reference frame used. LCT=1
indicates LAB system; LCT=2 indicates CM system.

number of interpolation ranges for the incident
energies.

number of incident energy points at which
angular distributions are given.

cummulative number of incident energies that
determines the upper limit of application for an
interpolation range.

ENDF/B interpolation scheme identification
number for an interpolation range.

incident neutron energy (eV).

highest order Legendre polynomial that is given
at each incident energy.

Legendre coefficient for angular distributions.

number of angular points (cosines) used in the
tabulated probability distributions for each
incident energy.

number of interpolation ranges for the cosines
in the tabulated distributions.

cummulative number of angular points that
determines the upper limit of application for an
interpolation range.

ENDF/B interpolation scheme identification
number for an interpolation range.

cosine of the scattering angle in tabulated
angular distributions.
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P

NK

LF

tabulated angular distribution.

number of partial energy distributions. There is
one subsection for each partial distribution.

ENDF/B index for secondary energy distribution
law to be used in a subsection.

LINLF

U

NRP

NPP

NBTP

INTP

EP

PP

NRFL

NPFL

NBTFL

INTFL

NRF

number of records used by a subsection.

constant introduced to define the proper upper
limit for a final neutron energy 0<E<E'-U.

number of interpolation ranges for the
fractional probability )•

number of incident energy points at which p (E1)
is given.

cummulative number of incident energies that
determines the upper limit of application for an
interpolation range.

ENDF/B interpolation scheme identification
number for an interpolation range.

incident energy (eV) at which

fractional probability Pk(E ).

is given.

number of interpolation ranges for the incident
energies.

number of incident energy points at which energy
distributions are given (LF--1) or 0 (E' ) is given
(LF=5,7 or 9).

cummulative number of incident energies that
determines the upper limit of application for an
interpolation range.

ENDF/B interpolation scheme identification
number for an interpolation range.

number of interpolation ranges for the tabulated
distribution law (LF=1) or tabulated g(x)
(LF=5).
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NPF number of secondary energy points in the
tabulation (LF=1) or points at which x=E/8(E')
is specified (LF=5).

NBTF cummulative number of secondary energies (LF=1)
or values of x (LF=5) that determines the upper
limit of application for an interpolation range.

INTF ENDF/B interpolation scheme identification
number for an interpolation range.

E emergent neutron energy (eV).

G tabulated energy distribution for LF=1 or LF=5.

TH parameter e(E') used to describe energy

distributions for LF=5,7 or 9 (eV).

X tabulated E/e(E!) for LF=5.
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£Í£H£ÍHE£ ££ *£E£ i. (direct access, record length=240)

MATEMP NP PREC

E l , SIGT 1

E l 1 2 1 SIGT121

El . SIGT, E 1 120 S I G T 1 2 0

E l N p SIGTNp

(repeat for other materials)

**£££££" SÍ£H£ÍH££ ££ tap_£ â (direct access, record length=36)

MAT LNU INDX

If LNU=1 (INDX=NC)

CNU. CNU,
1 ""2

If LNU=2 (INDX=NP)

CNU,
NC

E2 ENU 1 E2. ENU, E2NP ENUNP

(repeat for other materials)



5£££££* £Í£H£*H££ °£ ^£E£ 1 (direct access, record length=240)

MATEMP NLIN AWR NMT MT, MT, . . . MT.IUT PREC

MTj Q NP

E3j SIGXj E3 2 SIGX2 . . . E3j2Q SIGX12Q

121 b i l l A i 2 i ' ' • 240

E3Np SIGXNp

(repeat MT section for the remaining NMT-1 neutron producing
reactions)

(repeat the whole structure for other materials)

l££££É £Í£H£ÍH££ £í *£££ Z (direct access, record length=24)

MAT LINMAT NMT

(NMT sections follow)

A) Elastic and discrete level inelastic reactions for which
angular distributions of secondary neutrons are given:

MT LINMT ' LTT LCT

NR NP

NBTj INTj NBT2 INTj . . . N B T N R INTNR
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I f LTT=1:

EÍ NL

F 2 ( E ; J
NL

(repeat for the remaining incident energies E',E , . . . ,E )
* ̂ ^ L 3 NP

I f LTT=2:

E | NPLT2

NBTLT2

C l

C13

NRLT2

INTLT2J NBTLT2 INTLT2,n „
NRLT2 NRLT2

13

'12

24

r12

24

' ' ' CNPLT2 PNPLT2

(repeat for the remaining incident energies E' ,E',...,E' )
2 3 nr

B) Continuum reactions (and fission) for which energy

distribution of secondary neutrons are given:

MT LINMT NK

(NK subsections follow)

LF LINLF U NRP NPP

NBTP

EP,

1

EP
13

INTP. NBTP

PP, EP-

2

PP,

INTP.

PP.
13

NBTP,
NRP

INTP.

EP,12

EP
24

NRP

PP.
12

PP
24

NRFL NPFL

EPNPP PPNPP

NBTFL
1

INTFL



If LF=1:

NRF NPF

NBTF, INTF,
1 1

NBTFBO_ INTFM
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E 1 2 G(E| + E 1 2 )

. . . E NpF G (Et • ENpF )

(repeat for the remaining incident energies E' , E2

LF=5:

EJ TH(E'j) E* TH(E^) EJ2
TH(E'12 )

TH(E'
;

NRF NPF

G ( X 2 )

NBTFNRF INTFNRF

G(X
1 2

I f LF=7 or 9:

TH(E'13)

E 2 T H ( E 2 ) TH(E J 2

NPFL

(repeat for other materials)
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APPENDIX D

BCG TAPE STRUCTURE AND INPUT SPECIFICATIONS

A description of tapes used in BCG code is given in Table
D.I and the structure of tape 5 is shown in the next pages.

Table D.I - Logical tapes used in BCG code

TAPE

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

to

15+NREG

16+NREG

to

15+2»NREG

T Y P E »

DA(240)

0A(36)

DA(240)

DA(LREC)

S

S

0A(24)

DA(LREC)

DA(LREC+1)

DA(3LREC)

DA(240)

DA(LREC)

OA(LREC)

DA(LREC)

S

DA(2LREC*3)

S

CONTENTS

Linearized licroscopic total cross sections, ot (library).

Nuiber of neutrons per fission, v (library).

Linearized licroscopic neutron producing cross sections, ox

(library).

Cell energy grid.

Input.

Output.

Angular or energy distribution of secondary neutrons (library).

Unionized grid of tabulated secondary energies and corresponding

energy distribution tables as functions of incident energy, for

LF • 1 in overlay 2.

Scratch tape containing sources in the energy grid of tape 8, for

LF • 1 in overlay 2. Used also for temporary accumulation of

iteration-independent inforiation froi subpanels of a panel in

overlay 2, if LF - 1 and ITOPTC - 1.

Escape probabilities and auxiliary quantities as functions of

energy and zone.

Total lacroscopic cross sections in the region energy grid.

Non-fission sources as functions of energy and zone.

Fission sources as functions of energy and zone.

Total reaction rates as functions of energy and zone.

Saves information for updating tape 5 in the end of each iteration

and stores the spectrui for each zone in the end of execution.

Scratch tapes for temporary accumulation of iteration-independent

inforiation fro» subpanels of a panel in overlays 1 and 2 (used

only if ITOPTC and/or ITOPTO - l).

Storage of iteration-independent inforiation for a set of panels

for use in the 2nt'f3
r(',... iteration in overlays 1 and 2 (used

only if ITOPTC and/or ITOPTO - l).

* DA(LENGTH) - Direct Access (record length)

S - Sequential
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Tape 5 input description (free format)

Record 1

NMAT

NREG

NTZON

LREC

Number of materials in the problem.

Numjjer of material regions in the cell.

Total number of zones (all regions
included).

Constant for determining record lengths of
several direct access tapes (see Table
D.I). Suggested values are 100, 500 or 1000.

Record 2

RKEF

SFIS

ISTART

NET

Effective multiplication factor initial
guess, if ISTART=0. Last computed value of
k , if ISTART=1.
eff

Input as 0., if ISTART=O. If ISTART=1, last
computed value of the cell fission source.

Restart option.
=0, for a new calculation.
=1, for restarting a calculation. In this
case, tapes 4,5,10,11 and 14 must have been
saved from the previous calculation.

Input as 0 if ISTART=O. If ISTART=1, number
of energy points in the cell grid.

Record 3

EBOT

ETOP

REFL

NQ0

Bottom of the energy range for the problem
(eV).

Top of the energy range for the problem
(eV).

Outer boundary reflection coefficient;
assumed constant, independent of energy.

Minimum quadrature order for numerical
integrations (2, 4 or 6).
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Record 4

(R(I), Outer radius of region I, counting from the

center to the cell edge (cm).

NZ(I), Number of equal-thickness spatial zones

region I is to be subdivided.

INDFIS(I), FiTsion indicator:

I=1,NREG) =1, if region I has fissionable material

and ISTART=O.

=number of fissionable zones interior to

region I, if region I has fissionable

material and ISTART=1.

=-1, if region I has no fissionable

material.

Record 5

(MATW(I), Material identification number. Three extra

I=1,NMAT) digits are placed at the right of the

ENDF/B identification as temperature index

(defined as the nearest integer to T/10,

with T given in degrees K ) .

Record 6 to 5+NREG

NMATRW, Number of materials in region N.

(IORD(I), Order number for material I in the sequence

of record 5.

DENS(IORDd) ,N) , Number density of material I in region N

1 = 1,NMATRW) (b.cm)"1 .

Record 6+NREG

EPSK Convergence criteria for k ...

EPSRR Convergence criteria for total reaction

rates.

ITM Maximum number of iterations allowed.

ITOPTC =0, calculations are repeated for each

iteration in overlay 2.
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=1, saves iteration-independent information
during the first iteration for use in
subsequent iterations in overlay 2.

ITOPTD Same as ITOPTC, but for overlay 1.

Note: Tape 5 must be^ettached in a way that it can be updated
during program execution.


